We characterize the velocity gradient of D" for a region in the western Pacifi c using gradient-sensitive seismological probes: the amplitudes and traveltimes of the diffracted P and S phases. Sorted from many hundreds of waveforms initially requested from the IRIS GSN archive, tens of high-quality measurements each in amplitude ratio and differential time were analyzed to constrain the regional-scale vertical gradients of V P and V S . The V S models were grid-searched using synthetic waveforms over the parameter space of the thickness (H) and the gradient. Solutions show negative deviation from PREM, and a tradeoff between gradient and H from -0. . We derive the temperature gradient from the resolved velocity gradients using the seismological-thermodynamic equation of Doornbos et al. (1986), and arrive at 9.0±5.8 K/km and 5.7±4.1 K/km over 190 and 240 km, respectively. The difference in gradient between these two models is statistically signifi cant at high confi dence levels, and the combination of the two models is consistent with a nonlinear temperature profi le that steepens toward the core-mantle boundary.
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The combination of V P and V S models best constrained by amplitudes and times of diffracted phases yields a temperature model of D". Shown here are a set of single-gradient models for H = 190 km (red solid lines) and a set of example two-gradient models (blue dashed lines) that is consistent with the observations. (a) Temperature, (b) V S , and (c) V P . The exponential function in (a) (solid curve) is a more realistic temperature profi le equivalent to the linear 9K/km model. This profi le satisfi es the observations, but is non-unique. The gradient right above the CMB for the exponential is 18 K/km (gray line), twice of the value for the single-gradient model.
